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We are the American Flood Coalition

A 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and nonpartisan coalition advocating
for national solutions to flooding and sea level rise
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Snapshot of our members

24 federal champions
87 state and local elected officials
70 cities, towns and counties

U.S. Representative Elaine Luria
Accomack, Northampton, & York County
Virginia

Governor Larry Hogan
Maryland

Delaware Center for the
Inland Bays

Virginia Peninsula Chamber
of Commerce

37 businesses and associations
20 civic and educational groups
6 military groups and leaders
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How we serve local communities

Best-in-class
educational guides

Tools for effective
communication

Networks of leaders
on flooding

Competitive local
grants and pilots

Platform for advocacy
and education

Scalable educational
resources to meet our
members’ needs

Opportunities and tools
for communicating about
flooding with stakeholders
at all levels

Forum to connect virtually
and in-person with other
leaders and share
learnings

Competitive grants and
pilots that promote local
actions to address
flooding and sea level rise

Strong platform that makes
local voices and needs
heard at the federal level
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Example local actions to jump start resilience
Staff

Identify local or regional gaps in
staff capacity

Designate a local or regional
resilience lead

Build regional collaboration

Publicly commit to addressing
flooding and sea level rise

Engage residents in workshops
about flooding and sea level rise

Engage business community in
resilience planning

Planning &
projects

Phase 2

Funding & Community
financing engagement

Phase 3

Phase 1

Initiate a strong local
flood-ready identity

Enroll in NFIP CRS

Catalogue open space for flood
risk reduction purposes

Review funding and partner
opportunities
Identify a consistent sea level rise
projection

Determine cost of key actions to
address flooding and sea level rise

Review and update zoning and
ordinances

Conduct a hazard mitigation plan
Conduct mapping & planning to
identify vulnerable areas

Highlight resilience objectives within
comprehensive plan

Prioritize critical projects
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Building resilience through zoning and ordinances

Potential benefits

Key considerations

•

Lower costs of potential flood damage

•

Community input is vital

•

Reduce need for major infrastructure

•

Not a standalone solution

•

Improve effectiveness of natural flood barriers

•

Comprehensive updates take time

•

Preserve multipurpose open space

•

Future changes may be needed

•

Contribute to a flood-ready community identity
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Building resilience through zoning and ordinances

Sample actions

Example communities

•

Design districts/zones to reflect different adaptation profiles

•

Lancaster, Virginia

•

Set standards to elevate buildings higher above potential

•

Nags Head, North Carolina

flood levels, while considering impacts to neighbors

•

Brevard, North Carolina

Create development incentives or standards to meet

•

Charlottesville, Virginia

•

resilience objectives, such as preserving natural flood barriers

Read more: Norfolk, Virginia
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Other resources

•

Tips for building resilience and
identifying federal funding for
small communities

•

Examples and best practices for
regional collaboration

•

Actionable recommendations for
flood response during COVID-19
pandemic conditions

FloodCoalition.org/resources/
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Thank you
Anne Baker, PLA
Coalition Outreach Manager

Annabel Cryan
Coalition Outreach Associate

anne@floodcoalition.org

annabel@floodcoalition.org

